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Brochure: "Celebration 2001" including presentation abstracts
"Globalization of Christian Higher Education: Mexico, Australia, and China" by William Adrian
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"Researching the Past, Reflecting on the Future: The Restoration Serials Index" by Erma Jean Loveland, Marsha Harper, Mark McCallon, and Melissa Johnson
"Review and Discussion of The Crux of the Matter: Crisis, Tradition, and the Future of Churches of Christ" by Rick Marrs
"Thinking Theologically and Philosophically About the Curriculum and Co-Curriculum: Vocation, Gender, and Media" by Rick Marrs
"Christian Higher Education" by Prentice A. Meador
"The Senior Blessing Retreat at Abilene Christian University's College of Business Administration" by John Neill and Bill Fowler
"Celebrating Early Christian Colleges: The Contributions of Alexander Campbell and Nimrod L. Clark" by Thomas Olbricht and Thomas A. Langford
"Study Abroad and the Faith-Informed Curriculum and Co-Curriculum" by William B. Phillips
"Missions, Preaching, and Congregations: Learning from the Past, Preparing for the Future of Churches of Christ" by Tim Sensing
"Integrating Faith and Learning in Teacher Education: Perspectives and Practices" by John Sweeny and Jerry Whitworth
"Not Far From the Kingdom: Pedagogical Conversion and the Teacher Testimonial" by Steve Weathers
"Shaping the Minds and Hearts of Older, Adult Learners" by James R. Wilburn and Tracey S. Hebert
"The Ship of Zion on Stormy Seas: Christian Higher Education in a Post-Christian World" by John F. Wilson
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- Brochure for 1998 Scholars Conference papers
- "The Role of a Religious Minority: Protestants in France to the Nineteenth Century" by Paul G. Randolph
- "From the Black Forest to the Nashville Bible School: The Conversion of Robert Henry Boll" by Hans Rollmann
- "A Study of Pre-Christian and Post-Christian Mythological Figures and Their Re-Interpretation for an Einsteinian Millennium" by Lawrence Fitzgerald III
- "Evangelism in the Third Millennium: Theological Perspectives" by Mark Love
- "R. H. Boll: Fundamentalist?" by Steve Wolfgang
- "An Underclass View of Churches" by Michael Landon
- "In Search of God's Signals: Arguing for God's Existence in a Secular and Post-Modern Culture" by Kevin Moore
- "The Kingdom in a Fallen World: The Rider on the White Horse in Revelation 6:2" by Terry Briley
- "The Practice of Adult Baptism By Immersion During the Reformation Era, 1525-1700" by Wes Harrison
- "Preaching Fulfilled Apocalyptic to a Skeptical Generation" by Ron Clark
- "A Theological Rationale for Christian Unity" by Blair J. Budai
- "The Vocational Missionary in the Twenty-First Century" by Stuart Jones
- "Alexander Campbell as Theologian and Political Theorist: An Examination of His Manifest Destiny Thesis" by S. Mont Whitson
- "R. H. Boll as a Writer and Editor" by Alex V. Wilson
- "Education as a Key to Godly Society: The Proposal of Alexander Campbell" by Keith Huey
"Neither Militant nor Pacifist: R. H. Boll on War and Peace" by Michael W. Casey
"Preaching in the Shadow of the Twenty-First Century" by G. Scot Crenshaw
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"The New Mission: Challenges, Hindrances, and Opportunities in Aids Ministry" by Anna M. Griffith
"A Study of Liberal, Neo-orthodox and Conservative Theologies of Time: (A Reinterpretation for an Einsteinian Millennium and Its Impact on the Evangelistic Mission of the Church in the 21st Century" by Lawrence Fitzgerald III
"How the 'Sect-to-Denomination' View of History Among Churches of Christ in the United States Influences Perceptions of Missions" by Flavil R. Yeakley, Jr.
"The Mission Efforts of Robert and James Alexander Haldane" by Camille K. Dean
"Aging Among Clergy Members: A Descriptive Analysis" by James L. Knapp
"Church Planting as an Alternative to the Mega-Church" (no name on paper!)
"The Mission Efforts of Asian Religions to the United States" by Duane McCampbell
"Things That Have Made a Difference in Missions" by Howard W. Norton
"A Missions-Mobilizing Church" by Gailyn Van Rheenen
"Euthanasia of Mission or Partnership? Evaluating an Old Missiological Theory" by Monte B. Cox
"The Rich and Poor in James: Implications for Institutionalized Partiality" by Duane Warden
"Religion and Social Work Practice" by Van Dunk & Culp
"What the Writers Should Have Done Better: A Case for the Resurrection of Jesus Based on Ancient Criticisms of the Resurrection Reports" by Russ Dudley
"A Moral Economy for African Leadership: Reflections From the Past, Directions for the Future" by Stanley E. Granberg
"A Lesson From the Glasites and Sandemanians on Evangelism" by Lynn A. McMillon
"The Destiny of the Unevangelized People" by James and Richard Murphy
"Romans 14:1-15:13: Paul's Approach to Missions in a Multi-Cultural Setting" by Stanley N. Helton
"An Evaluation of the Use of English in Evangelizing Non-English-Speaking People" by Mark A. Blackwelder
"Church Leadership Must Have a Vision of the Interneting Potential as a Church Ministry" by Edward R. Barel
"Creationism and Churches of Christ" by J. S. Wolfgang
"The Psalms as an Example of and Paradigm for Missions" by Michael Landon
"The Gracious Separatist: Moral and Positive Law in the Theology of James A. Harding" by John Mark Hicks
"The Eschatological Structure of James A. Harding's Theology" by John Mark Hicks
"The Spirituality of James A. Harding and the Four Means of Grace" by Donald M. Kinder
"Missions: The Next 25 Years" by Evertt W. Huffard
"James A. Harding's Theology of the Indwelling Holy Spirit: Highlighted by His Discussion with Dr. J. C. Holloway" by Bobby Valentine
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